
Sudden Valley Emergency Preparedness Committee
October 11th 2016

Minutes

The committee met at 9am at the SWFA training room. Present were Mike Angelo, Ruth 
Evans, Carol Bauman, Grace Shaffner, Pat Lynam, Marty Lynam, Owen Bamford, Penny 
Bamford, Henry Rentiera, David Lillie, Halina Reynolds, Kathleen Laughlin, Chief Ralston.

The agenda was adopted and the minutes of the previous meeting were approved.

Continuing business

The Safety Fair was the main item on the agenda.
Last minute groups attending were: PSE will send someone with information, there will be a 
presentation by Firewise too. All groups reported being prepared to man their tables and 
BECoN will have their shelter too.
Outside displays will include the fire truck and the Fire house, the SAR trailer, the USCG boat 
and the Skagit CERT trailer. Our trailer will be on view although we have not yet been able to 
start on its modification. 
Mike will organize door prizes donated by El Agave, SWFA and possibly the vendors.
Set up can be started on Friday at 6:30, all are invited to help. Penny will have a modified 
plan and we will label tables for the participants. For those exhibitors who will give 
announcements the audio system will be set up under Jason's instructions. One of those will 
be from LWW&S on water conservation and members were referred to a Seattle times article 
at the weekend on one way to sanitize water.
Set up on Saturday will include the arrival of the outside exhibits. The area for the CG boat 
will be coned off. We can start at 8:30. We were reminded that there will be no food at the 
barn, so we should bring lunch if we are going to be present all day. 
Deb was thanked for all her work on advertising the fair and the hospitality and help from 
Chief Ralston.

CERT Trainer teaching.
Of those that took the Train the Trainer course, several are already involved in teaching: Norm
is running  CERT 83 with Greg's logistic help. He is assisted by 2 other TTT alums: Glen and 
Crystal, and also by Marty and Pat and Owen and Penny. Grace will join them to assist with 
the later parts of the course. Norm hopes that if we can get our own supplies we can begin 
classes in SV after the holidays.

SV CERT trailer. Joe has collected the logos to go on the trailer but needs more information 
on the trailer before formulating the display, so we have only the trailer to show the 
community. However, Ruth suggested that we have it on view for visitors to see next to the 
Skagit one so that those who have interest as well as those who have donated to the project 
can see that we are progressing. After the fair, we will be organized for the work on  
modification and preparation of the trailer. 

New business
Ham Technician class. Lenny will run a class starting the week after the fair and we hope that 
we will be able to recruit a lot of potential hams at the fair.



 Norm thanked the committee for their interest and cooperative actions, which have increased
in the last year and he has confidence that the committee will continue to act in the interest of 
the whole of SV. He thanked Henry for his considerable and professional help toward making 
the EPC's work conform to its purpose.

The meeting adjourned at 9:50, Hams attending the Region 1 net-check at 10am.


